
PORTWELL LAUNCHES JAVI PANEL PC 
SERIES
2018/4/12
To meet various needs and to make it a perfect fit for 
diverse applications, the JAVI series is available in 10.4", 
12.1", 15", 17" and 19-inch displays. All five versions are 
available with 5-wire resistive touch or with projective 
capacitive multi-touch as the project requires. Powered 
by quad-core Intel® Atom®processor E3845 (10W Max 
TDP, 2M Cache, 1.91 GHz) integrating Intel® Gen 7 3D 
graphics engine, the JAVI series provides wide operating 
temperature support, high I/O connectivity and achieves 
up to 3x the peak performance and 5x the power 
efficiency of the previous generation. -read more-

IEI CNC Machine Data Collection & Analysis 
Automation System
2018/4/17
The solution is collect & analysis data for CNC machine. 
It make equipment management to easy , transparency 
of production data and provides real time data of 
production. Automatically presents the efficiency of 
process, manpower, machines, materials for a unified 
management. -read more-

Moxa Introduces LTE-Ready Arm Linux IIoT 
Gateways at Hannover Messe 2018
2018/4/13
The solution uses Arm® Cortex®-A processors, which are 
highly optimized for performance and power efficiency:
“The combination of high-performance computing, low 
power, and the widest software ecosystem ensure that 
Arm Cortex processors are at the heart of IoT gateways,” 
said Phil Burr, Director of Portfolio Product Management, 
Arm. “The Moxa UC series of gateways further extend 
Arm’s leadership in this area, providing industrial-grade 
intelligence at the edge in power budgets under 10W.”
-read more-

Winmate 10.1-inch Android Tablet Updated: 
Gets Faster CPU, Increased System Memory 
and OS Upgrade
2018/4/20
Winmate has updated its rugged Android 10.1-inch tablet 
designed to operate in extreme conditions. The new 
model M101M8 is getting faster CPU featuring the ARM 
Cortex A53 Octa Core processor, 2GB of system memory, 
Android 5.1 operating system, and other improvements.
-read more-
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